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Telecom & Technology Covid-19 impact assessment 

Source: MEED

Revenue impact

 Telecom operators are holding up well or growing.

 Telecom infrastructure is holding up well or growing.

 Some operators are bringing forward capital expenditure (capex) for
critical upgrades.

 Collaboration and other cloud services are growing exponentially.

 But many other IT infrastructure and services projects are stalled.

Unemployment

 Telecom operators are not reporting job cuts or furloughs.

 Similarly, technology companies are not reporting job cuts.

 Cisco and other leading tech companies are, conversely, proactively
stating a no job-cut policy, and advocating that position.

 But many IT services projects are on hold, which will likely impact the
industry.

 Less well-funded start-ups are reporting job losses.

Supply chain & demand disruption

 Apple, Samsung and others have confirmed supply chain disruption.

 This will impact near and mid-term 5G device launch plans.

 Enterprise IT saw a very rapid and intense demand spike for certain
networking and capacity services.

 Other, less critical projects are on hold indefinitely.

 There has been minimal impact on the infrastructure supply chain.

Being a force for good

 The tech sector has been at the forefront of humanitarian efforts.

 Telecom operators are adjusting contract terms and pricing to help
alleviate pressure on consumers.

 Operators and tech companies are providing network connectivity to
areas with no access.

 IT companies—normally keen competitors--are working together with
governments by providing AI, compute and other resources.

 Cloud service providers are prioritizing capacity for healthcare,
emergency and education requirements.

The Covid-19 imperative to adopt digital processes for business, communications and shopping has put the spotlight on the telecom and tech sectors
The response of the industry has been swift and largely effective, but the sector will not be immune from longer-term economic impact
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Telecom & Technology Covid-19 sub-sector impact

The telecom and technology sectors should fare better than many other industries
Short-term economic conditions will slow business, but overall greater appreciation of technology should yield benefits

Consumer Telecom 
Services & Social 
Media

There is limited evidence that telecom operator revenues or market shares have been impacted

Regulators, telco rivals, and OTTs are demonstrating extraordinary unity in the interests of stable connectivity for all

Consumer 
Platforms & 
Devices

Apple, Samsung and others face supply chain disruption, impacting near and mid-term 5G device launch plans

There will be a reduction in demand for new devices based on general economic downturns as a result of COVID-19

Telecom 
Technology & 
Software

Major infrastructure roll-outs related to 5G and other upgrades will be slowed

However, the indications are that operators are bringing forward CapEx for critical capacity enhancements

Enterprise 
Technology & 
Services

Spending on IT services, software, and infrastructure will be hit as IT projects are put on hold.
However, IT services such as team collaboration and cloud IT are seeing significant uplift due to remote working surge

Semiconductors & 
Component Makers

Pandemic will shrink end-user demand for products powered by semiconductors
COVID-19 will drive growing demand for biosensors

Significant negative impact Significant positive impactModerate negative impact No impact Moderate positive impactSource: MEED
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Telecom & Technology COVID-19 value chain impact

In many ways the telecom and technology sector is built for the demands of COVID-19
Mid-term and long-term outlooks will depend on how well businesses learn lessons and put them to work for the future opportunity

Product Development Sales & Marketing Customer Demand Customer ExperienceComponent Supply 
Chain

Short-term 
impact

Mid-term 
impact

Long-term 
impact

Painful slowdown as 
consumer market stalls.
Biosensors a bright spot

Challenging market for 
rest of 2020 and into 

2021

Will bounce back when 
consumer confidence 

returns.
Biosensors up to 10% of 
sensor market by 2025

Tech industry well-
equipped for remote 
working, but demand 

will be low

Modest bounce-back 
can be expected as 

project on hold begin to 
restart

Assuming some 
economic bounce back, 
on-hold projects should 
resume and customers 

will be digitally 
enlightened

Digital innovation now 
more important than 
ever and can be done 

remotely

Short-term demand 
spikes offset by delivery 
and engineering issues; 

IT services will be 
hardest hit

Customer engagement 
will return to full service 
but enhanced by better 

digital awareness

Broader acceptance of 
advanced technologies 
such as AI and analytics 

will drive innovation

Customers will have an 
even greater 

appreciation of 
technology and will be 
more digitally engaged

Customer service 
personnel shortfalls 
offset by cloud and 

other digital capabilities

Telecom and tech 
companies are learning 

lessons fast about 
customer requirements

The industry and 
customers will be 

digitally transformed, 
including both internal 

and partner sales

Those caught flat-footed 
with poor digital 

customer experience 
arrangements will be 

transformed

Significant negative impact Significant positive impactModerate negative impact No impact Moderate positive impact

Source: MEED
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Telecom & Technology COVID-19 mitigation strategies
The immediate recession will be relatively deep, but the bottom will be short, and the recovery will be fast
Even if customer demand is constrained by overall recession, technology will be valued as a way forward for consumers and businesses

Source: MEED

 Maintain employee base

 Focus on customer experience

 Study and learn lessons on likely
permanent changes to customer
requirements

 Invest in innovation and product
development

 Address supply chain issues

 Address internal digital transformation
issues where they exist

 Solidify digital engagement with
customers and partners

 Accelerate delivery of solutions that
have emerged with higher demand
than expected prior to crisis

 Help customers recover with the use
of technology with appropriate pricing
and contract terms

 Position as digital leaders and partners

 Leverage innovation investments
made during downturn to transform
product lines

 Make humanitarian support and
proactive community engagement a
permanent part of corporate policy

Short-term strategies
6-12 months

Mid-term strategies
1-3 years

Long-term strategies
3-5 years
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Telecom & Technology COVID-19 thematic score

The diversity of the sector means that there is a wide disparity in performance during Covid-19 with significant winners and losers
Telecoms to perform better than technology in the short-term, particularly large incumbents

1 Apple: Significant exposure to Chinese supply chain

Microsoft: Warned investors that revenues will miss earlier forecasts

Alphabet: Advertising will be hit; cloud and other services will mitigate 
impact

Amazon: ecommerce sales soaring

Alibaba: ecommerce sales soaring

TSMC: High demand for chips; supply chain issues in short-term

AT&T: Consumer retail and call center channel sales hit; enterprise and 
IT cloud strength will mitigate impact in the short term

Samsung: Affected by supply chain issue sin South Korea

Intel: High demand for chips; supply chain issues in short-term

Verizon: Digital channel strength mitigates retail impact; enterprise 
and IT cloud strength provides further insulation in the short term

4

3

4

2

2

3

2

2

3

2
Cisco: Cut-backs on IT infrastructure spending short-term balanced 
agains increases in areas such as security and collaboration

Oracle: Will suffer from  deferred and cancelled IT projects

China Mobile: Consumer retail and call center channel sales hit; 5G 
and AI app acceleration drive will help mitigate impact

Salesforce: Increased use of cloud services and remote working

Accenture: Will suffer from  deferred and cancelled IT projects

Broadcom: Rescinds guidance on uncertainty worries. Questions H2 
rebound

IBM: Will suffer from  deferred and cancelled IT projects

Qualcomm: Weakened demand for 5G in the short-term

Huawei: Weakened demand for 5G in the short-term. Exposure to 
China market

SAP: Will suffer from  deferred and cancelled IT projects

2

2

4

1

3

2

2

1

1

1 Significant negative impact 5 Significant positive impact2 Moderate negative impact 3 No impact 4 Moderate positive impact

Source: MEED; GlobalData
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Telecom & Technology COVID-19 further reading

Latest COVID-19 reports from the Technology intelligence centre

Date Reports

20/03/2020
Thematic Research: Tech, Media, and Telecom Trends 
2020 - updated for COVID-19

09/04/2020 COVID-19: For Cloud Providers, Time Is of the Essence

08/04/2020
COVID-19: As Nations Stay at Home, Mobile Voice Makes 
a Return

08/04/2020
COVID-19 Case Study: Use of Robots & IoT devices at 
China’s healthcare facilities

08/04/2020
COVID-19: CSP Networks Holding Well, but True 
Challenges Still Lay Ahead

02/04/2020 COVID-19: Technology Leaders Take Action

02/04/2020 COVID-19: Telcos Adapt to the New Commerce Normal

01/04/2020
COVID-19: The Vendors Harnessing Technology to Lead 
the COVID-19 Battle

31/03/2020
COVID-19: Hyperscalers Ramp Up, Clamp Down to Meet 
Soaring Demand

Date Reports

31/03/2020
COVID-19: Social Media Ratcheting Up Education Efforts 
While Fake News Runs Rampant on Messaging Platforms

31/03/2020 COVID-19: Impact on Cybersecurity

30/03/2020
COVID-19: The Implications for IT Infrastructure and 
Solutions Vendors, Part 1

30/03/2020
COVID-19: The Implications for IT Infrastructure and 
Solutions Vendors, Part 2

27/03/2020
COVID-19: Putting the Telco Competitive Response 
Engine into Neutral

27/03/2020
COVID-19: Balancing the Public Good and the Creep 
Factor in Mobile Data Tracking

24/03/2020
COVID-19: How Service Providers and Vendors are 
Delivering New Enterprise Services

19/03/2020
COVID-19: Trend Acceleration and Long-Term Effects –
How Tech Companies Should React to the New Norm

18/03/2020
COVID-19: CSP Supply Chain Effects Potentially Long-
Term, but Not All Bad

Source: MEED

https://technology.globaldata.com/Analysis/Details/thematic-research-tech-media-and-telecom-trends-2020
https://technology.globaldata.com/Analysis/details/COVID19-For-Cloud-Providers-Time-Is-of-the-Essence119802
https://technology.globaldata.com/Analysis/details/COVID19-As-Nations-Stay-at-Home-Mobile-Voice-Makes-a-Return119787
https://technology.globaldata.com/Analysis/details/covid-19-case-study-use-of-robots-iot-devices-at-chinas-healthcare-facilities
https://technology.globaldata.com/Analysis/details/COVID19-CSP-Networks-Holding-Well-but-True-Challenges-Still-Lay-Ahead119783
https://technology.globaldata.com/Analysis/details/COVID19-Technology-Leaders-Take-Action119755
https://technology.globaldata.com/Analysis/details/COVID19-Telcos-Adapt-to-the-New-Commerce-Normal119756
https://technology.globaldata.com/Analysis/details/COVID19-The-Vendors-Harnessing-Technology-to-Lead-the-COVID19-Battle119735
https://technology.globaldata.com/Analysis/details/COVID19-Hyperscalers-Ramp-Up-Clamp-Down-to-Meet-Soaring-Demand119730
https://technology.globaldata.com/Analysis/details/COVID19-Social-Media-Ratcheting-Up-Education-Efforts-While-Fake-News-Runs-Rampant-on-Messaging-Platforms119733
https://technology.globaldata.com/Analysis/details/COVID19-Impact-on-Cybersecurity119725
https://technology.globaldata.com/Analysis/details/COVID19-The-Implications-for-IT-Infrastructure-and-Solutions-Vendors-Part-1119707
https://technology.globaldata.com/Analysis/details/COVID19-The-Implications-for-IT-Infrastructure-and-Solutions-Vendors-Part-2119708
https://technology.globaldata.com/Analysis/details/COVID19-Putting-the-Telco-Competitive-Response-Engine-into-Neutral119688
https://technology.globaldata.com/Analysis/details/COVID19-Balancing-the-Public-Good-and-the-Creep-Factor-in-Mobile-Data-Tracking119693
https://technology.globaldata.com/Analysis/details/COVID19-How-Service-Providers-and-Vendors-are-Delivering-New-Enterprise-Services119661
https://technology.globaldata.com/Analysis/details/COVID19-Trend-Acceleration-and-LongTerm-Effects--How-Tech-Companies-Should-React-to-the-New-Norm119648
https://technology.globaldata.com/Analysis/details/COVID19-CSP-Supply-Chain-Effects-Potentially-LongTerm-but-Not-All-Bad119634
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